. The experiments reported here cross-modally from both the face and voice. Using a were designed as tests for the existence of bimodal delayed matching to sample task, XAB, we show that information of this kind and to specify its critical proppeople can match the video of an unfamiliar face, X, erties.
Figure 1. The Fundamental Scheme for Experiment 1
In the VF condition, a voice, X, was learned initially, and then the observer was presented with two faces and had to choose which face corresponded to the person whose voice was heard in the first phase. In the FV condition, those were presented in an opposite order. Examples of the structure of trials can also be viewed at http://www.his.atr.co.jp/‫ف‬kmiyuki/face-voice.html.
Procedure section). This change also ensured that
mation used is not entirely utterance or content specific. In this experiment, there was no significant difference matching could not be based on the accidental properties of a particular utterance, as might have been the in performance between FV and VF conditions (P Ͼ 0.1). In order to test whether the ability to match identity case if we had taken video and audio from the same recording for both phases. Parallel research with the across modality was dependent on a few particularly distinctive people, we performed an items analysis. Consame XAB procedure has shown that the task is possible when the same word or sentence is used for both the sistent with the subject analysis, performance was above chance for both FV (66.2%; t 39 ϭ 4.6, P Ͻ 0.001) first and second phases [13] [14] [15] . For example, Lachs [14] has shown that the auditory and visual components and VF (62.3%; t 39 ϭ 3.4, P Ͻ 0.01) trials, suggesting that the effect could be generalized to other items and for production of the word "cat" can be matched when played forward, but not when the stimuli are played that it is not just a function of a few particularly distinctive items. backward. Rosenblum and colleagues [15] demonstrate identity matching for different repetitions of the same In the second experiment, all auditory and visual stimuli were played backward. This manipulation reverses sentence, but the use of different sentences provides an additional test. In the second series of experiments, the overall spatiotemporal patterning while leaving many properties, for example, spatiotemporal ranges and amwe focus specifically on the issue of sentence overlap.
The first experiment constituted a simple test of plitudes, unchanged. Voices played backward are well known to be unintelligible, but speaker identity can still whether it was possible to match identity across modality with full audio and video information available. As be recognized [16] . This is probably because many cues to voice quality, including spectral patterns relating to can be seen from Figure 2 , performance for the forward condition (presentation of unmodified visual and audithe fundamental frequency and formants, are preserved. Similarly, while playing degraded video backward is tory stimuli) was better than chance for both face to voice (FV: 61%; t 23 ϭ 3.0, P Ͻ 0.01) and voice to face known to affect motion-based recognition [17] , faces can clearly still be recognized from movement-indepen-(VF: 62%; t 23 ϭ 4.3, P Ͻ 0.01) matching. The result shows that, while performance was far from perfect, there is dent image properties. For both modalities, backward play affects the overall, global pattern of change while common information that can be used to match identity despite the change in modality. The fact that we used leaving local properties, ranges, and average values unchanged. Task performance then depends on what similar but not identical sentences shows that the infor- properties are sufficient. In this case, backward play the speaking faces on the video to SWS (FV) at levels significantly better than chance (61%; t 23 ϭ 3.7, P Ͻ would only be expected to affect performance if the 0.005). This indicates that identity-specific information nonlocal auditory and visual spatiotemporal patterns are corresponding to that encoded from the video of the critical for the task.
face is available from the spectrally reduced SWS. This As can be seen from Figure 2, direction-dependent suggests the importance of overall spatiotemporal patproperties did appear to be important, in that perforterning for this task. It is also possible to limit visual mance dropped to chance when the stimuli were played information in an analogous way by presenting pointbackward. One-sample t tests showed that matching light stimuli rather than full video. In this case, people performance was at chance for both FV (54%; t 23 ϭ 1.1, are able to match a voice to point-light faces [15] ; again, P Ͼ 0.1) and VF (55%; t 23 ϭ 1.3, P Ͼ 0.1) conditions. this matching ability emphasizes the usefulness of spaThus, the information used in identity matching must be tiotemporal over static structural information for this both time varying and direction specific, and we would task. expect that no combination of static or direction-indeIn this experiment with SWS, performance in VF trials pendent visual cues with direction-independent audiwas not significantly above chance (54%; t 23 ϭ 1.2, P Ͼ tory properties would be sufficient for this task. 0.1), suggesting that the information specifying identity We have run a similar experiment with static images, was not encoded from sine wave speech. One possible and, as would be expected on the basis of these results, explanation for this failure is that processing resources performance was not above chance: FV (53%: t 15 ϭ 0.6, and attention are primarily devoted to recovering mean-P Ͼ 0.1), VF (56%: t 15 ϭ 1.5, P Ն 0.1). However, with the ing when presented with SWS, and this limits encoding use of static images, there is also a drop in the amount of identity. The results may also reflect a general asymof static information available, simply specified in terms metry between FV and VF matching, whereby it is more of the number of frames, in addition to any effect of the usual to recover information about what is being said disruption of movement. from the movement of the face than to recover moveIn order to further test the importance of meaningful ment of the face from what is being said. spatiotemporal structure, we used sine wave synthesis
The three experimental conditions reported thus far -(SWS) [5]. SWS is a resynthesis technique in which
forward, backward, and sine wave synthesis -have broadband spectra are reduced to pure tone sine waves highlighted the importance of overall, direction-depenwhose frequency and amplitude correspond to the dent spatiotemporal structure for this task. In the followspectral peaks of, usually, the first three regions of specing experiments, we focused on the extent to which tral prominence (formants) in the original speech acousperformance is determined by the overlap in what is tics (we generated our sine wave speech automatically said between the two phases. While the slightly different from the audio files used in experiment 1 by using code sentences used in all the experiments reported so far made available by Dan Ellis at http://www.ee.columbia.
ensure that the effect is not dependent on an exact edu/‫ف‬dpwe/resources/matlab/sws/. In this code, Linear match of content, the overlap between the two phases Predictive Coding was used to estimate the parameters may still be an important factor. Thus, for the following used for sine wave speech. We used sine waves correexperiments, we used both identical and very different sponding to the first three harmonics for our resynthesentences for A/B and X (see the Experimental Proceses). Thus, SWS preserves coarse spatiotemporal infordure section for the sentences used). At one extreme, mation but eliminates fundamental frequency and the sentences used differed in terms of their syllables, provides few cues to voice quality. Despite the limited words, positions, and total duration (A and B, 2.9 s; X, and unnatural-sounding information available, SWS is 3.5 s), while at the other extreme, audio and visual stimuli sufficient to convey both meaning and identity in audiwere taken from the same recording of the same sententory perception tasks [5, 12, 18].
ces. All faces and voices were played forward with full audio and visual information available. Figure 2 shows that observers were able to match As can be seen from Figure 3 , in the very different dent, and of the coarse spatiotemporal type preserved by sine wave speech. condition using the short and long sentences, performance was still above chance for both FV (60%; t 17 ϭ
The facial motion and acoustics associated with speech production are both constrained by structure 2.64, P Ͼ 0.1) and VF (59%; t 17 We are sensitive to these differences and can recover them despite a change in modality. The tal Procedures section) was used for both X and A/B. One aim of this was to determine the maximum level of experiments reported here show that the visual information used for this task, like the auditory information, is performance possible in this task by using the stimuli available. Predictably, performance was above chance inherently time varying. Reversing temporal direction radically alters the dynamics of natural speech, and it for both conditions: FV (66%; t 13 ϭ 3.1, P Ͻ 0.01) and VF (69%; t 13 ϭ 6.0, P Ͻ 0.0001). Also, as expected, is this, as opposed to image-based or other temporally localized properties, that appears to determine perforperformance levels were the highest of all the experiments reported. However, a two-way, mixed design ANOVA with mance. Playing the stimuli backward also clearly affects the sentence similarity and learned modality as factors showed only a marginal main effect of sentence similarperception of speech, and a related issue for future study is to determine the extent that identity matching ity (F 1, 30 ϭ 3.8, P ϭ 0.06) and no interaction (F 1, 30 ϭ 0.118, P Ͻ 0.73).
depends on understanding what is said. While all of the experiments reported to date have involved native Thus, the results show quite stable levels of performance and suggest that the information used is a persisspeakers and perceivers of either Japanese (this study) or English (other studies), preliminary experiments with tent characteristic of the perception of the speaker and is not limited to a particular utterance or overlap of Japanese stimuli with English observers suggest that the effect may not be dependent on language. English words. The marginal effect of similarity suggests that utterance-specific cues may convey an additional adparticipants were able to perform better than chance at matching Japanese FV (24 participants, 58%; t 23 ϭ 2.9, vantage but that the overlap is not essential. Part of the marginal advantage may have been associated with P Ͻ 0.01) stimuli. Thus, results show that identity matching does not depend on perceiving exactly the same increased duration anyway: the sentence used in the identical condition was longer than the pairs of similar words in both modalities or on understanding what has been said. Instead, individual variation in nonverbal sentences used (3.9 s as opposed to 2.9 s). However, the results suggest that neither of these factors is critical.
cues, for example, those influencing prosody and intonation, may be sufficient to specify identity across a Indeed, the levels of performance are similar for both the same repetition of a single syllable word and for change in modality even for an unknown language. Generalization across language would also be consistent different repetitions of the same sentence [13, 15] . In summary, people are able to match the identity of with multimodal production work in our laboratory [20] that suggests that the laws linking the movement of the unfamiliar people across auditory and visual modalities at levels that were far from perfect but were significantly face to the production of sounds are largely determined by the mechanics of sound production and are not speabove chance. The information used must be either modality independent or translatable between modalcific to particular languages. Clearly, there are many other possibilities for future ities. The information is time varying, direction depen- enhancing performance. Alternatively, increased exposure during both stages, perhaps to a variety of material,
